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GOVERNANCE—Del. Sup. Ct.: State supremes won’t 

answer Second Circuit’s legal question,(Sep. 16, 2015) 

By Jay Fishman, J.D. 

The Delaware Supreme Court respectfully declined to answer a certified legal question 

from the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit about whether a 

corporate board was grossly negligent in narrowing its investigation to the underlying 

wrongdoing without also exploring the allegedly-made false and misleading statements 

that occurred afterward (Espinoza v. Dimon, September 15, 2015, Strine, L.). 

Second Circuit case. The issues for the Second Circuit were: (1) that defendant 

JPMorgan’s risk management policies failed to prevent the trading that resulted in the 

corporate losses; and (2) that there were supposed false and misleading statements 

made by JPMorgan’s management after the trading losses occurred. Defendant 

JPMorgan’s board of directors refused a derivative plaintiff shareholder’s demand that 

JPMorgan take action against the company’s management wrongdoers in the London 

Whale case (Espinoza v. Dimon, August 12, 2015, Katzmann, R.). 

The plaintiff contended that the board’s investigation of the matter was unreasonably 

narrow in that it only looked into the underlying trading losses [(1) above] without also 

exploring the alleged management misstatements made after the losses [(2) above]. 

The board asserted without dispute that its investigative committee was comprised 

entirely of independent directors who were advised by experts of their own choosing 

and they conducted a detailed investigation involving the review of massive amounts of 

materials and witness interviews explaining the reasons for recommending refusal of 

the demand. 

The Second Circuit had a change of heart about the standard of review for dismissals of 

derivative actions, withdrawing its June opinion affirming dismissal of a shareholder 

action in connection with the London Whale case and replacing it with a new opinion 

http://business.cch.com/srd/ErnestoEspinoza.pdf
http://business.cch.com/srd/SRD-AMS-Espinoza-v-Dimon-081315.pdf


certifying to the Delaware Supreme Court a question about the scope of a board’s 

investigation of a shareholder demand. In the June opinion, the panel reluctantly applied 

the abuse-of-discretion standard that it concluded was law, notwithstanding its view that 

this standard could destabilize the law of derivative actions. The superseding opinion 

revisited the precedent and held that dismissals should be reviewed de novo. 

The Second Circuit concluded that because Delaware law was unclear on how to 

handle the plaintiff’s argument about the investigation’s narrowness, it would certify the 

following full question to the Delaware Supreme Court: “If a shareholder demands that a 

board of directors investigate both an underlying wrongdoing and subsequent 

misstatements by corporate officers about that wrongdoing, what factors should a court 

consider in deciding whether the board acted in a grossly negligent fashion by focusing 

its investigation solely on the underlying wrongdoing?” 

Delaware Supreme Court. The Delaware Supreme Court began by stating that through 

its Rule 41, governing certified legal questions, it would attempt to answer the Second 

Circuit’s question without risking giving overbroad, misleading guidance to unfairly 

prejudice the parties. The court then proclaimed that Delaware law on the relevant topic 

is settled, mandating that an independent committee’s demand refusal should only be 

set aside if the particular facts pleaded support an inference that the committee 

breached a duty by having acted grossly negligent. The court noted that the burden for 

proving gross negligence is a difficult one especially when, as in this case, the 

independent committee conducted an undisputed time-consuming investigation with the 

advice of its own advisers and prepared a detailed written report explaining the demand 

refusal. 

The court nevertheless felt uncomfortable providing a definitive answer because, in the 

court’s opinion, the question was too abstract and would, therefore, need to be 

reformulated more specifically to be answered. But the court further stated that it could 

not reformulate the question without having decided the case, which the court did not 

do. 

The case is No. 14-754. 
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Attorneys: George C. Aguilar (Robbins Arroyo LLP) for Ernesto Espinoza. Daryl Libow 

(Sullivan & Cromwell LLP) for James Dimon and JPMorgan Chase & Co. 
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